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Empathy, stamina and 
Posing girls

I feel her heart right away. A big beating heart for the marginalized part of the Indian population who 
grew up far away from India's big cities. 

The heart lives in Gauri Gill's photo series and spreads like a warmth in my body as I walk through the 
underground passages of Louisiana on the trail of the 53-year-old Indian artist. One senses her 
respect, humour, sensitive warmth and humanism towards her subjects. 

Ten of her series hang along the walls of the narrow rooms, making the terracotta-coloured tiled floor 
of the halls seem like one long rust-red Ganges river winding its way through the Indian landscape. 

She trained in applied arts, photography and fine art in New Delhi, New York and California 
respectively. From her base in New Delhi, she has since worked in the field of political photography of 
a troubled country, looking at all the issues that exist, in genres that move between documentary and 
art photography. 

Having most recently exhibited at documenta in 2017 and the Venice Biennale in 2019, she has 
garnered worldwide attention and is now considered one of India's most important art photographers. 

Private moments 

Gill always tries to get close to her main characters by settling in with them for long periods of time, 
during which trust and friendships develop. This is reflected in her series, where the subjects seem 
unassuming. As if they let her into private moments where silliness, seriousness and tender moments 
all arise. 

It's not like a press photographer on a day assignment who needs to get a few shots home in a hurry. 
Gill returns to shoot again, but also to show her subjects the finished result. That's why many of her 
series are unfinished. In addition, collaboration is a central part of her practice, both with other artists 
and those she photographs. 

We start in the state of Maharashtra with her slightly goofy series "Acts of Appearance". In it, she has 
worked with local artists to adapt ritual papier-mâché masks, intended to express the emotions that 
govern human life, into modern caricatured versions that she has placed on the heads of actors and 
inhabitants of rural communities. 

The characters still appear mysterious and dreamy, but also comical there in the midst of everyday 
situations. The focus is removed from their personalities and directed towards their lives arranged in 
cliché-filled stagings. I chuckle slightly along the way because the masks look so silly. 



The colouring is bright and rich, as it can be in India, and the staging so exaggerated that it all seems 
parodic. Even though I am well aware that what is being caricatured is based on the depiction of a 
poor environment in a desert in India, a place with battered cars, a school desk with a waxed 
tablecloth and rusty frames in the same hopeless condition as the bed on which an old woman lies at 
a hospital. 

The concept of the mask is not a new invention in art and has many functions. One of them is to turn 
the focus on the viewer and our absurd urge to "see" the misery of reality reflected in a human face. 
We are not allowed to do that here. Gill allows the portrayed to retain their identity and dignity. 

In her series "Notes from the Desert", which consists of several thousand photographs shot over 
many years, from which she fishes out new series, we get very close to groups of the Hindu and 
Muslim desert population. They live in extremely poor conditions, affected by climate change, 
patriarchal power structures and inherited caste systems that are still being revived even though they 
have long since been officially abolished. 

In the series "Jannat", Gill follows a single mother, abandoned by her husband, and her two 
daughters. In classically composed black and white photos, we get close to the intimacy, care and 
exhaustion of the three women. 

The girl's pose and gaze are captivating. She looks so cool, confident, strong and determined 
that one day she can take over all of India and get a grasp on the identity, gender and class 
hierarchies that dominate the marginalized parts of the country she comes from, and then grab 
the climate issues next. "Goga", 2003, from the series "Balika Mela", 2003-2010. 

A collaboration with artist Rajesh Vangad, "Fields of Sights" zooms in on climate change. Rajesh 
Vangad painted traditional Warli images, built up from black line drawings as geometric shapes on top 
of Gill's photographs, and entirely new imagery of the life of a small farming village emerged. 

Together, the two artists tell how invisible traces of factories and new infrastructure have affected the 
local community. The drawings lie like maps of a distant past or present over the black-and-white 
photos, giving them a wonderfully teeming quality in some places, as if Flemming Quist Meller had 
been there with his bicycle; gnats and wriggling caterpillars, in others, as if they had been working 
with a reciprocal Gerhard Richter method. 

Gill's Balika Melas series consists of portraits taken in an interim photo studio set up in a tent, as part 
of a workshop she held at an existing festival for girls in the desert town of Lunkaransar. Here she 
gave the girls the opportunity to pose exactly as they wished. 

These are wonderful poses. They play with familiar power poses and imitate, among others, self-
conscious businessmen and young fillies hanging out on their motorbikes. India is formally egalitarian, 
but there is an extreme hierarchical order in which girls and women, especially in small rural 
communities, are at the bottom. 

I particularly like a photo of a young girl standing with her hands folded behind her neck, posing in a 
classic Indian salwar kameez outfit. The clothes seem too big, under her feet a clay floor cracks, 
behind her is a black backdrop that vibrates slightly. 

It is the girl's pose and her gaze that catch me. She looks so cool, confident, strong and determined 
that one day she can take over all of India and get a grasp on the identity, gender and class 
hierarchies that dominate the marginalized parts of the country she comes from. 

Further down the line is a series of indian immigrants in the United States. The images are structured 
as diptychs and provide insight into the double lives of the immigrants. Here, the world of children's 
birthday parties with layer cakes decorated with football players and marble fireplaces seem far 
removed from the outlook I see in the other series. But life isn't necessarily easier here. 



The caption to photos from a funeral tells me that the deceased was shot dead by a sniper at a gas 
station (because the perpetrator thought the deceased was a white Muslim, I'm told). The series' title 
is borrowed by Gill from photographer Robert Frank, whose iconic book of photographs, The 
Americans, explored Americanness on the margins of society back in 1958. To this one can easily add 
Gill's series, whose colourful array gives it a new perspective. 

Eclectic design 

Each series has its own distinctive style, from the classic black-and-white documentary approach to 
staged glossy photography. This means I get a rush with each new series that is shown - which gives 
my brain a new shot of dopamine each time. I have to adjust each time and work out what Gill wants 
next and why she has made new aesthetic and stylistic choices. 

Does the new shape fit the content better? It keeps me on my toes, but it also means that her 
practice is a bit more cluttered in my head as I leave Louisiana than when I was last introduced to 
August Sander and Diane Arbus in the same place. 

It may be a strength that Gill experiments so fiercely with genres, but I miss a presentation of Gill's 
reflections on why and when she does this and that. There could easily have been a few words about 
the choice of her formal language for each series.  

What remains clearest is a string of strong individual images, Gill's stamina, a bold and spirited 
approach to formal language and her empathetic heart that radiates from each shot. That in itself is 
unique and worth experiencing. 


